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Bidding commentary: As South, your 2NT overcall shows 15-18 HCP. North’s raise to 4NT is invitational, not
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Lead Commentary: A weak two-bid bid is supposed to show a decent suit, the reason for the lead.

Lost and Found

Defensive commentary #1: As East, play the ♠J at trick one. If the jack holds, return the king. Standard thirdLost and found is located at the Tournament
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hand. It can’t hurt to duck the first spade, win the second and rattle off four diamonds and three hearts,
discarding a spade from dummy. If you do, you discover that East, the player with the known long suit, the hand
to count, started with six spades, two hearts, three diamonds and, therefore, two clubs. If East has two clubs,
West has four. Cash the ♣K, return to the ♣Q and lead a club to the 10. The finesse has to work! You counted!
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